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Isabel de Villena (1430–1490) was the illegitimate daughter of Enrique de Villena, a wealthy nobleman of the kingdom of Aragon, and granddaughter of Pedro of Aragon. She joined the Poor Clares in Gandia in 1445 and became abbess of the Poor Clare convent of the Holy Trinity in Valencia at the age of thirty-three. The *Vita Christi (Life of Christ)* was her only attributed work. Its immediate popularity is shown by the variety of editions which survive from the period.1 Written in the vernacular for the nuns in Villena’s charge, it is a long, unfinished piece, which envisages a life of Christ that includes Mary’s life, too, beginning with the moment of her conception and ending with scenes from her assumption. After Villena’s death, at the instigation of Isabella of Castile, the *Vita Christi* was prepared for publication by Villena’s successor, Aldonça de Montsoriu. The resulting text is one of the first books published in Spain, establishing its author as the only important female writer in Catalan in the

An initial version of this article was presented in May 2003 at the International Congress on Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo, Michigan. The research in convent records in Valencia was funded by the Spanish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Rocas-MAE, August 2003.

1 Isabel de Villena, *Vita Christi* (Valencia: Lope de Roqua, 1497; repr. facsimile, Valencia: Del Cànter al Segura, 1980); *Vita Christi de la Reüent Abbadesa de la Trinitat: novament historiada: corregit y amenat per un mestre en sacra theologia* (Valencia: Jorge Castilla, 1523); *Vita Christi de la Reüent Abbadesa del Trinitat corregit ab las catacias nouame[n]ts* (Barcelona: Carles Amoros, 1527). The first modern, critical edition was published in 1916: Ramón Miguel y Planas, ed., *Vita Christi comest per Isabel de Villena, abadesa de la Trinitat de Valencia*, ara nova i publicat segons l’edició de l’any 1497 (3 vols., Biblioteca Catalana [Barcelona: Miguel y Planas, 1916]). All references to the *Vita Christi* in this article are to this edition. Since then, a digitized version of Miguel y Planas’s edition has made it more accessible to the modern scholar. Selected chapters of the text have been edited by Albert-Guillelm Haut, *Vita Christi*: selecció, Millors Obrs de la Literatura Catalana 115 (Barcelona: Edicions 62 i La Caixa, 1995), and by Lluïsa Parra, *Vita Christi*, Biblioteca d’Autores Valencians 12 (Valencia: Institució Alfons el Magnànim, 1986). Another selection, focusing on female characters in the text, was edited by Rosanna Cantarella and Lluïsa Parra, Protagonistes femenines a la “Vita Christi,” Col·lecció Clàssiques Catalanes 15 (Barcelona: LaSal, 1987).
Middle Ages.2

Gifts of jewels and clothing are a particular feature of the scenes described by Villena following the Annunciation by the ambassador-angel Gabriel in chapters 20–27 of the Vita Christi. In chapters 39–48, the archangel Michael presents the Virgin with a series of royal gifts. The chapters immediately after, the ritual gifting are dedicated to the reception by the Virgin of the hierarchy of heaven and of the Virgin’s forebears, Adam, Eve, and Abel. Villena returns to Gospel events only in chapter 61. The gifting scenes are intercalated between the Annunciation and the Visitation and consist of a series of court rituals in which the presentation of items of clothing to the Virgin is a central element. This analysis examines aspects of clothing in the Vita Christi in order to re-evaluate the synergy between earthly and heavenly queenship, as well as between poverty and riches.

FEMALE CLOTHING IN THE VITA CHRISTI

The robing of the Virgin in the Vita Christi follows her assent to Christ’s Incarnation. The jewels and fine garments bestowed on her by the angelic messenger include some which are traditionally thought of as being part of her costume, such as the blue cloak and the crown of twelve stars.3 The other items are less usual: a silk chemise, a scarlet tunic, a pearl necklace, twelve pairs of gloves, and six pairs of shoes in various colours. The author is seeking to develop an allegorical story, attractive to her readers because they recall those used in their younger days at court or in bourgeois Valencia. As Albert Hauf notes, “She takes the opportunities afforded by the idea [of allegory] to create a meditation which is full of allusions for ladies from the aristocracy and well versed in courtly display.”4

In Villena’s description of ceremonial robing, the second gift to the Virgin (after five strings of pearls) is a silk camisa (chemise), embellished with gold: “Veus ac una camisa molt especial que tramat a vostra mercé nostre Senyor Dèu omnipotent, la qual és tota de seda singular, guarnida de maravillosa obra d’or… lo guarniment qui per excel·lència la embelleix és la perseverança contínua de vostres caritatives obres.”

2 For discussion of the exclusion of female authors from the literary canon, see Montserrat Piera, “Writing, Auctorial, and Canon Formation in Sor Isabel de Villena’s Vita Christi,” La Corónica 32, no. 1 (2003): 103–18, and also, for a discussion of women’s writing, in the same volume, see Lesley K. Twomey, “Sor Isabel de Villena, Her Vita Christi and an Example of Gendered Immaculist Writing in the Fifteenth Century,” 89–103.

3 Lesley K. Twomey, “El Stellarium franciscano: la corona de 12 estrellas” (The Franciscan Stellarium: The Crown of Twelve Stars), in Actas del XV Congreso de la Asociación Internacional de Hispanistas (Monterrey, Mexico: forthcoming). This article is one of a series of studies by this author on the garments and jewellery presented to the Virgin in the Vita Christi.

4 “Aprofita del tot les possibilitats d’aquesta idea [de l’al·legoria] per a crear una meditació especialment suggestiva per a dames procedents de l’aristocràcia i avades de les gales cortesanes.” Hauf, Vita Christi, 51. All translations in this article are my own unless otherwise noted.
(Here you behold a very special chemise, which our Lord God Almighty sends to you. It is of singular silk, decorated with marvellous gold work; the ornamentation, which most excellently embellishes it, is continuous perseverance in your good works).5

The Virgin is then presented with an embroidered gonnella (tunic). In Byzantine art, a liturgical garment, the dalmatic, was a feature of paintings of the Virgin and of coronation ceremonial, and this was a forerunner of the tunic, normal wear for noble ladies of the court.6 In her discussion of royal garments in manuscript artistic sources, Marisa Astor Landete points to the use of brocades and velvets with embroideries of royal insignia.7 The embroidery on the Virgin’s tunic is not dissimilar to that described by Astor Landete. It is “sempre da licia e de brotos de agnus castus” (sprinkled with lilies and knots of agnus castus).8 Embroidery was held in high esteem in fashionable, as well as liturgical, garments; as Stella Mary Newton notes, the “highest dignitaries of the Church and the state have always chosen to appear on the most important and ceremoniously solemn occasions in clothing that has depended for its magnificence on embroidery.”9 The emblems chosen in the Vía Crucis include lilies, traditionally associated with the Virgin Mary but also with European royal families in the form of the fleur-de-lis. The embroidery with agnus castus is more unusual. This plant (still known as “chaste tree”) has long been associated with treatment of the female reproductive system.10 It can be used for the regulation of heavy menstrual periods or for controlling changes in the female body at the menopause. It was noted for its ability to preserve chastity; in the first century, Pliny wrote in his Historia Naturalis that leaves of this plant scattered on the marital bed had this effect.11 Agnus castus grows in Spain and may have been one of the remedies for female ailments grown by the nuns in their convent’s kitchen garden.

The corapisa (decorative band) on the Virgin’s tunic is decorated ab singulis esmaitis (with extraordinary small enamelled plaques), showing the sorrows of the Virgin.12

5 Miquel y Planas, Vía Crucis; 11:83.
8 Miquel y Planas, Vía Crucis, 11:83.
11 “Non multum a salice vitillium sae distat vitex, foliorum quoque adspectu, nisi odorre gravior esset. Graeci lycon vocant, alias agnon, quoniam matronae Thesimophtoria Atheniensium castitatem custodienes his folis cultibus sibi sternunt.” [The agnus castus is not very different from the willow, either for its use in wickerwork or in the appearance of its leaves, but it has a more pleasant smell. The Greeks call it lycos, at times, agnos, because the Athenian matrons, preserving their chastity at Thesimophtoria, strew their beds with its leaves.] Pliny, Natural History, vol. 7, trans. W. H. S. Jones, Loeb Classical Library 393 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956), book 24, section 38.
Enamelling had been in use for many centuries, and the fashion for sewing enamel plaques onto garments was known from the late fourteenth century. Examples of religious enamelling, such as the fifteenth-century gold Langdale rosary with each of the fifty beads enamelled in gold and black, can be found across Europe. According to J. Anderson Black, the technique of enamelling en ronde bosse, in which the figures stand out in relief, was new in the fifteenth century, and he depicts both a rosary and a brooch using this new raised enamelling technique. Parallels between royal garments and those described in the Vita Christi show that these small pictures have the function of insignia. In the case of the Virgin, they foreshadow forthcoming sorrowful events in her life.

CLOTHING IN OTHER RELIGIOUS WRITING

Preoccupation with fine garments is not unique to the Vita Christi, nor is it even solely a feminine concern. For the mystics, sensitivity to emotion leads the soul to mystic union but means that, in its human form, it is all the more dangerous. Grace Jantzen recounts how Bernard of Clairvaux and his brother, Andrew, refuse to meet their sister, Humbeline. Andrew, porter of the monastery, berates her at the gate for being a “parcel of dung” because of her elegant clothes. The outer self affects the inner to such an extent that temptation and sin may ensue from any contact with a richly dressed female, even a member of one’s own family.

One of the principal criticisms made of mystic writers, by the medieval English author of The Cloud of Unknowing, is that “they would fashion a God according to their own fancy, dress him in rich clothes, and set him on a throne.” The same criticism could equally be applied to the depiction of the Virgin in the Vita Christi. Did Villena fashion the queen of heaven according to her own fancy?

Rejection of clothes was an important aspect of the contemptus mundi for those with religious beliefs, with both male and female writers expressing particular concerns about their corruptive power. The Liber de modo bene vivendi ad sororem (Book of Good Living for a Sister), a Latin manuscript written in England between 1150 and 1220, provides an instructive insight into the importance of outer garments as a distractor for the inner self:

---

15 Black, History, 136–37, 143.
16 Black, History, 139.

[Clothes are called soft because they will make the soul soft. The court is delighted with soft clothes: truly the Church of Christ is delighted with harsh and humble clothing. Such things should be the clothes of the servants and handmaids of God in which nothing can be noticed of newness, nothing of excess, nothing of vanity, nothing which belongs to pride and vainglory. Dearest sister, therefore, let us be adorned with spiritual ornaments, like charity, humility, meekness, obedience, and patience. These are the clothes with which we can please Jesus Christ, the Heavenly Bridegroom.]

The Liber, written to assist a nun in improving her spiritual life, also provides a spiritual interpretation of clothes, rejecting soft garments for making the soul soft. The female body should rather be clothed in spiritual virtues, as these will be pleasing in a bride of Christ. The same sentiments about female clothing are found in a fifteenth-century Spanish Pontifical which refers to female clothes as “indumenta humilitate cordis et contemplu mundi significantia” (clothing for humility of heart and contemplation for the world).²⁰

Many texts written as moral guidance evince the same preoccupation with fine clothing and its detrimental effects. In the Cancionero Capitular de la Colombina (the Colombina Songbook, a fifteenth-century manuscript with some early-sixteenth-century additions) is a prose work titled “Epistolæ de Sant Bernaldl la qual enllia a Reyrmundo para doctri[n]a e regimiento de la casa” (“Letter of St. Bernard sent to Raymond for the instruction and ordering of his household”).²¹ In it, there are several references to the moral standing of those who wear fine clothing:

La vestidura preñosa & rica es señal de poco seso.
La vestidura muy aparente muy ayna pare enojo.
 [...] La mujer que vestiduras tiene y otras demanda señal es que tiene poca firmeza en su corazón.²²

---


²⁰ Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid, BN 715, 577.

²¹ Dorothy Sherman Severin, ed., Two Spanish Songbooks: The Cancionero Capitular de la Colombina (SV2) and the Cancionero de Egertón (LB3), Hispanic Studies Textual Research and Criticism 11 (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2000), SV2–2, 36–40. There are at least two manuscript versions of the pseudo-Bernard text in Spanish manuscripts (8).

²² Severin, Two Spanish Songbooks, 38.
[Precious and rich clothing is a sign of lack of sense.
Showy clothing soon loses its attraction.
Women who have fine clothes and ask for more have little constancy of heart.]

In the kingdom of Aragon, too, advice for the father of a young daughter provides information on how young women should dress:

Aparellant-se així que no's facen guardars de lurs cabells engir-lo cap, ne porten draps preciosos així com draps d'aur e velut o perles o pedres precioses ca aixó és massa e empatxa molt la oració de la dona que no sia hoïda per nostre senyor Déu.\textsuperscript{23}

[Let them dress so that they do not wear their hair like a garland around their head, nor precious clothes like cloth of gold and velvet, or pearls or precious stones, for that is foolish clothing and prevents women's prayers from being heard by our Lord God.]

With these words, the Franciscan author, Francesc d'Eximenis, reveals the belief that clothing prevents the development of spirituality and creates a barrier between the prayers of young girls and their heavenly recipient.

THE FRANCISCANS AND CLOTHES

Unease about cloth and clothing is important within the Franciscan Order. As Kenneth Baxter Wolf explains, "The role of cloth and clothing in Francis's conversion is multilayered. For one thing, cloth, then as now, represented status. Francis's clothes marked him out as a member of the merchant class, and his softer, more flowing garments gave him status as \textit{primus inter pares}.\textsuperscript{24} After his conversion, Francis was content to wear a hermit's habit, until one day, inspired by the gospel, he went further. In the thirteenth century, Thomas of Celano described in his history of Francis how the saint

made for himself a tunic in the shape of the cross, so that in it he would drive off every fantasy of the demons. He made it very rough, so that in it he might crucify the flesh with its vices and sins. He made it very poor and plain, a thing that the world would never covet.\textsuperscript{25}

However, Wolf demonstrates how Francis applied his experience as a wool merchant to the task of designing a tunic for his new life. He knew which materials to choose in order to make the garment as uncomfortable as possible. He paid attention to the style of the garment and deliberately made it in the shape of a cross.

\textsuperscript{23} Francesc d'Eximenis, \textit{Diete Libre del Crestà}, Segona part, veïum primer, ed. Curt Wittlin et al. (Girona: Col·legi Universitari de Girona, 1986), 406. This vast tome, which discusses Christian life for girls, nuns, and widows, was written in 1596 and first published in 1485.

\textsuperscript{24} Kenneth Baxter Wolf, \textit{The Poverty of Riches: St Francis of Assisi Reconsidered} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 16.

\textsuperscript{25} Cited in Wolf, \textit{Poverty}, 16.
Garments in Villena’s Vita Christi

Just as he knew which fabrics would set him above his peers, so he knew which ones the world would reject. In this way, Francis’s experience and knowledge of cloth were put to service in a new context. However, Wolf also makes the important point that, just as Francis had wanted to be primus inter pares through the wearing of exceptionally soft fabrics, he now wanted to apply the same criteria to his religious life, and sought to be primus inter pares among the poor. 26

An examination of the instructions about the garments prescribed by the Franciscan Order shows that the same two-stage approach to clothing is embedded in each Rule. St Clare’s own Rule, approved on August 9, 1253, exhorts the sisters “que se vistan de vestidos viles” (to put on rough garments). 27 The reformed Rule of Urban IV, approved in October 1263, gives more detail. A whole section of the Rule is dedicated to the clothes the nuns are to wear, indicating that “sean de paño religioso y vil, tanto en el precio como en el color” (they should be of religious cloth, lowly both in colour and price). Urban’s Rule mentions the nature of the veils to be used. They are to be “de tela común” (of rough cloth) and are to be neither “preciosos ni curiosos” (they are not to be gorgeous nor should they call attention to themselves). Urban’s Rule also emphasizes the shapes of the garments: “La túnica de encima sea, tanto en las mangas como en el cuerpo, de una anchura y largura convenientes, de modo que la honestidad del hábito exterior dé testimonio de la interior” (the overgarment should be of an appropriate width and length in both sleeves and body so that the honesty of the outer garment is witness to that of the inner). 28 The tunic is to be wide and completely cover the shapeliness of the wearer’s body. Since the medieval belief was that the wearing of clothing was not only an external representation of the inner self but also imprinted itself on it, such attention to detail was essential. 29

Valencian Poor Clares did not diverge from Urban’s prescriptions. The abbess of the Purity convent, a sister convent to Villena’s Holy Trinity, purchased cloth and had habits, cloaks, and tunics made up in bulk from traditional pardillo (brown drab cloth). Fifteenth-century convent records show the habits were made up by Ana Quadraldo at the price of twelve pounds and six sous. 30

Sacrifice of worldly splendour is further emphasized in a contemporary reformed Franciscan Rule, adopted by the sisters of the Order of the Conception, founded in 1502 in Toledo:

26 Wolf, Poverty, 17–18.
28 Regla y constituciones, 45–46.
30 Libro de recibos y gastos del convento siendo procuradora Sor Antonieta Ceriol y abadesas Sor Margarita Tolsa y Sor Damiata de Montpalau (1439–1499) (Book of receipts and expenditure of the convent when Sister Antonieta Ceriol was Procuratrix and Sister Margarita Tolsa and Sister Damiata de Montpalau were Abbesses [1439–1499]), Arxiu del Regne de València, Clero 946, 134v.
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No menosprecian las vestiduras pobres y remiendan las cuales como esposas de Cristo alegre mente deben tragar; porque en el cielo poseerán y serán vestidas de otras de mayor riqueza y resplandor. Y aquella será mayor amiga del Rey del paraiso, su esposo, y más verdadera que con mayor eficacia de corazón es contenta con ánimo más vil y despiciada y con las cosas de menor valor para la necesidad del cuerpo.30

[They should not despise poor clothes and should mend them and wear them joyfully like true spouses of Christ, because in heaven they will possess and be clothed in others of greater richness and splendour. And she will be the greatest and truest friend of the King of Paradise, her bridegroom, who with the greatest efficacy of heart is content with being the humblest and most despised soul and with the things of least value for the needs of the body.]

The Rule contrasts the poor nature of the nuns’ habits, an outward sign of the poverty they have accepted, with “otras de mayor riqueza y resplandor” (others of greater richness and splendour) that they will possess in heaven. It is clear that, in Franciscanism, riches were still acceptable objects of desire, but the jewels to be desired are only those stored up in the heavenly realm.

THE VIRGIN MARY AND FINE CLOTHES

The embrace of poverty and the rejection of worldly riches did not apply to the Virgin. The relationship between medieval iconography of the Virgin and ceremonies for the coronation of queens has been demonstrated by Mary Stroll, albeit not in a Spanish context.31 In a slightly later period, John N. King provides evidence of the symbiosis between heavenly and earthly queenship in Elizabethan representations of the Virgin Queen, showing how “late medieval iconography declared queens to be types of the Virgin Mary as Queen of Heaven.”32 Conversely, in a symbiotic relationship between the earthly and heavenly realms, the Virgin Mary began to be represented with all the attributes of secular queenship, since artists used the ceremonial and trappings of earthly wealth and royal power as a referent for the heavenly variety. She often holds the sceptre and crown that earthly queens are given at their coronation. Gradually, as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries progress, paintings depict her in robes ornamented with the accoutrements of wealth and privilege: ermine, jewels, and goldwork being the most common.

30 Regla y modo de vivir de las monjas de la Santa Concepción de la Madre de Dios (Rule and Way of Life of the Sisters of the Order of the Holy Conception of the Mother of God), written in old Castilian, Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid, BN 1111, 3r.
Fig. 6.1: Virgin with Child Jesus at the Breast, Bartolomé Bermejo (Valencia, Museo de Bellas Artes). Photo: Lesley Twomey, with permission from the Museo de Bellas Artes.
Artists in both the late Byzantine and Renaissance periods represented the Virgin in clothes as rich and elegant as those of any lady of the court. 34 In fourteenth-century Valencian art, the richest of fabrics and the most precious of jewels were used to adorn the Virgin. For example, in his altarpiece of the Virgen de la Leche (Virgin nursing), 35 Bartolomé Bermejo (active 1468–95) portrayed the Virgin attired in a rich velvet dress with broad cuffs of ermine, a rare fur that signalled a discourse about wealth to the observer (fig. 6.1). 36 The cloak, draped over the Virgin’s head, has a broad edging of pearls and jewels, four pearls wide with a central row of red and black precious stones. Gold twist braid frames the jewelled band. The Virgin’s headdress is adorned with a pearl string and a central jewel or jewelled decoration, in a round gold setting with two pearls above and below.

The same richness of attire is apparent in other depictions of the Virgin by Bermejo and also in a version of the Virgen de la Leche (c.1465) by the Castilian artist Pedro Berruguete. Bermejo’s Virgin of Montserrat 37 (c.1485) is dressed in red, with a broad ermine decorative band. Her cloak is dark green brocade with a lighter green silk lining and a gold edging. Jacomart (Jaume Baço, 1411–61) portrayed his Virgin at the Annunciation in red velvet with ermine edging. The Virgin’s hair is adorned with a red band decorated with jewels and edged by pearls. Her cloak is dark blue, and its edging includes single pearls decorating intricate goldwork. The Master of Bonastre’s Annunciation (c.1450) shows similar features.

The Master of Perea (active 1490–1510) also depicted the Virgin, in another Virgen de la Leche, dressed in the finest of fabrics adorned with jewels. The Virgin’s dress is red, edged with a gold, red, and black corapisa, decorated with tiny pearls at the neck and cuff. Her chemise is visible and is made of a fine white cloth, as it reveals one hint of breast with milk arcing toward the Christ child. The Virgin’s hair is decorated with a red band edged with pearls; in its centre is a jewel with pearls around it. Her cloak is in dark blue with gold edging.

The Master of Perea’s Adoration of the Kings (c.1491) is another representation of the Virgin in splendid attire. She wears an opulent brocade cloak woven in gold and black, equivalent in value to any cloth worn by the visiting Magi. Her dress is red with a gold corapisa, decorated with a pearl edging. Both Nicolás Falco, in his triptych of the Virgen de la Leche (c.1500), and Joan Reixach (1411–1482), in his Annunciation, 38 together with other artists from the Valencian school, depicted the Virgin wearing sumptuous cloth. Reixach showed the Virgin in a red dress and a rich cloak of dark gold brocade lined in green. Her cloak is edged with a jeweled pattern incorporating

34 Trem, Maria, 614–15. Trem points to opulent decoration of a more severe garment as typical of both periods.
35 All paintings named here are at the Museo de Bellas Artes de Valencia, San Pio V, in Valencia, Spain, unless noted otherwise.
37 Cathedral, Aquoi Terme, Piedmont, Italy.
38 Museu Episcopal de Vic, Spain.
pearls and single red jewels all round the edge. The same use of brocade, in a different episode from the life of the Virgin, can be seen in his Dormition (c. 1460; fig. 6.2).

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, all aspects of the Virgin’s life, from her Annunciation through her lactation and her depiction as the Virgin of Humility to her death, are bedecked in splendour. Isabel de Villena’s description of rich garments is, thus, paralleled by contemporary artistic tradition in Valencia.

Clothes make important statements about the Virgin’s nature. Emphasis on the majesty of the Virgin became progressively important in Western Europe, particularly
from the eleventh century onward in Spain, and artists responded by clothing her in garments which reflected it. Given that the corruptive power of finery was a commonplace, I consider that these rich fabrics provide a statement about Mary's nature: Because she is a woman whose flesh is not stirred by sin, her garments do not corrupt her as they would other women. The garments can also be associated with the garments of glory, mentioned in Urban's Rule, for which other women must wait, but which Mary is accorded on earth. It is into this triple context that the scenes dedicated to the robing of the Virgin in the Vita Christi fit.

CEREMONIAL ROBING AND THE CORONATION CEREMONY IN THE KINGDOM OF ARAGON

The way the Virgin is presented with ceremonial garments in the Vita Christi has many elements in common with the steps involved in a queen's coronation ceremony, as described in a fifteenth-century pontifical that includes the coronation ceremonies for the kings and queens of Aragon. On the eve of the ceremony, the queen "yra vestida de las vestidure blanques o ornamentos de cap acostumat, sols que no port garlanda ne corona en lo cap" (is attired in white clothing, and with customary headdress except that she will wear neither garland nor crown on her head). On the coronation day, the queen sets out in the same clothes, but after entering the cathedral, she is robed in the cathedral sanctuary. The garments she wears are ecclesiastical, and, on other occasions, would be worn by deacons. She is robed in a "camis de drap de seda blanca" (an alb of white silk), and, on top of this, she wears a "dalmàtica de vellut blanqua fresada e semblada de obratges d'or, ab pedres precioses" (a dalmatic of white velvet, with gold work and precious stones). Finally, after the Church ceremony concludes, the queen returns to the king's lodgings and puts on a tunic and a cloak. The Ordinació feta per la molt alt i molt excel·lent príncep e senyor, en Per, terç Rey d'Aragó de la manera com les Reys d'Aragó farán consagrar e ells mateixos se coronarán (Ordination for the coronation and consecration of the kings of Aragon) by the highest and excellent prince and lord, Peter III, king of Aragon) mentions merely "cota e mantell de drap" (a tunic and cloak of cloth), although Astor Landete indicates the material is brocaded.

When the garments are examined in detail, they correspond in many ways with Villena's description of the way the Virgin is prepared for her role as Mother of Christ. The queen first puts on a "camisa romana de llenç" (a linen chemise, Roman

39 For further details see Anne J. Duggan, Queens and Queenship, xvi–xvii; Trens, Maria, 398.
40 Ordinació feta per la molt alt i molt excel·lent príncep e senyor, en Per, terç Rey d'Aragó de la manera com les Reys d'Aragó farán consagrar e ells mateixos se coronarán (Coronation ceremony for the kings of Aragon), written in Old Catalan, Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid, BN 959, 100v–104r. Astor Landete refers to the same ceremonials in her discussion of how queens of Aragon were robed for their coronation; see Indumentaria, 101–2, 142.
41 Ordinació, 104r.
42 Astor Landete, Indumentaria, 173.
style). Chemises worn by the nobility were frequently made out of linen. In the *Vita Christi*, the Virgin is presented with a chemise which is “molt special” (very special), for it is made of the same fabric as the coronation alb, or amas, worn by queens.

Immediately after presenting the Virgin with this garment, St. Michael proclaims her queen, making a connection between the presentation of the royal chemise and coronation. The proclamation is made in Latin: “Honorate reginam plenam omnium gratiarum et contemplaminim cum reverentia sanctissimam vultum tuum.” Villena then translates this into Catalan with her own adaptations: “Honrare, totes les gens, aquesta senyora reyna, plena de tota gràcia, e contemplau ab reverencia la sua sanctissima e piadosa cara” (All people, honour that lady queen full of all graces and contemplate with reverence her holy and merciful face).

The cloths described by Villena for the Virgin’s mantle and tunic are silk and brocade, reflecting those used in the coronation ceremony, although the colours are different. In the coronation, the queen is dressed in white, but Villena describes a scarlet tunic, which has a long tradition in Hispanic art. The use of silk, velvet, and brocade would have been important for a Valencian, as the silk industry was central to the economy in the fifteenth century.

**CORONATION AND FEMALE PROTAGONISM**

It should not be overlooked that the queen’s ritual robing was a ceremony which gave prominence to the women of the court. Both Holly S. Hurlbut and Astor Landete emphasize the three stages of the coronation of the queens of Aragon.

These ceremonies include three processions and three ritual entries, within each

---

43 Ordinací, 101V.
44 Astor Landete, Indumentaria, 101, 143.
47 Germán Navarro Espinach describes it as “esta emblemática industria que representa … uno de los componentes más esenciales de la economía histórica de los valencianos junto al arroz, la naranja, y algunos pocos negocios más de similar relieve para esta ciudad” (this flagship industry which represents one of the most vital elements of the historic economy of Valencia, together with rice, oranges, and one or two other significant types of trade for the city). See *Los orígenes de la sedería valenciana (siglos XV-XVI)*, Colección “Estudios” 14 (Valencia: Ayuntamiento de Valencia, 1999), 15. One example of Valencian silk damask that demonstrates the high regard for Valencian silk is preserved in the Museu Episcopal de Vic. It is a lustrous hanging embroidered with an image of the Virgin from the Monastery of Sant Joan de les Abadesses in Northern Catalonia.
of which important ladies of the court took a central role. Hurlburt contrasts this to the absence of powerful women from other medieval ceremonies. The *Vita Christi* ritual robing of the Virgin recreates the all-female dressing of the queen, since the Virgin too is attended, but by female allegorical figures, who receive the gifts on her behalf and later assist her in putting them on. In this way, Villena reappropriates ritual dressing to the Virgin.

There is a further meaning behind the evocation of the ritual of queenship. Medieval rituals for coronation ceremonies adapted the prayers for the installation of an abbess.\(^{49}\) Fifteenth-century depictions of abbesses show them enthroned in postures of power, similar to those of queens or of bishops. Other elements of the ritual include the bestowal of a ring on the chosen candidate. Depictions of abbesses also show them holding a crozier.\(^{49}\) The 1513 edition of the *Vita Christi* has an image of Isabel de Villena with her nuns, in which she is shown teaching authoritatively from an open book. She is seated on a throne. It is significant that, after receiving new garments, the Virgin Mary in the *Vita Christi* takes her place on the throne, just as the newly installed abbess would have done. It is more than likely that, as Villena celebrated the ritual institution of Mary as Queen of Heaven, she was evoking a ceremony which gave prominence to women that was part of her own experience: her own installation as abbess in 1462.

**RITUAL UNDRESSING AND ENTRY TO THE CONVENT**

Just as important as the robes accorded to the queen and to the Virgin is the ritual undressing, or descent, which is emphasized in the coronation ceremony.\(^{49}\) When the Virgin in the *Vita Christi* is accorded garments which better reflect her future role—the shift, the red tunic, the gloves, the crown of twelve stars—she removes the garments worn at the Annunciation to put on the symbolic garments gifted to her by God. The parallels are deliberate.

For the nuns in Isabel de Villena's charge, many of them from noble families and familiar with court ceremonies, the echoes of the coronation ceremony in the *Vita* were likely to have evoked the three-stage process of entry to the Order. They could not fail to make connections between the Virgin's receipt of clothes more fitting to her new station and the presentation of the habit and the veil, which was part of the ritual entry to convent life. For these original readers of the *Vita Christi*, nothing is more certain than that the ritual dressing of Mary would have evoked their own entry to the Order. On that day of profession, they too were divested of their outer
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garments, with their sisters as attendants, putting on the rough garments which symbolized their gain of more splendid heavenly ones. The retable of St. Clare in Barcelona Cathedral shows Clare in the process of being stripped of her rich clothes. She wears a rich brocade mantle with a long train. The retable image points to the custom for rich young ladies to come to profession attired in the richest of clothes in order to be stripped of them and be gifted with their habits.

There is another connection between the Vita Christi ceremony and convent ceremonial. The robing of the Virgin, with its overtones of coronation, takes place to mark the mystical betrothal between humanity and heaven at the conception of Christ. The coronation of the queen also contains aspects of nuptials, since it often marked the betrothal of the queen. Each nun in the convent had, also, undergone her betrothal to Christ in her profession.

CONCLUSION

Commentators on the Vita Christi have pointed to the importance of ceremonial, as well as to courtly codes, seeing them as part of Villena's and her nun's memoria (longing or nostalgia), as Joan Fuster terms it, for their past court life. Catalan scholars have highlighted the relationship between the austerity of the cloister and Villena's imagination and memories of court life, which blend in the Vita Christi so that "the showiness of the worldly, aristocratic spectacle is put in, reworked on a spiritual level." Albert Hauf points specifically to the courtly dress protocols observed to the "explanation of the garments which each one of the characters is wearing in each of these protocol-filled celebrations." Elsewhere, he emphasizes the "courtesies and courtly finery" which mark the spiritual nuptials of Mary in the

52 See, for example, George Conklin, "Ingeborg of Denmark, Queen of France, 1193-1225," in Duggan, Queen and Queenship, 40. Another link with nuptials is that Venetian abbesses were spiritually betrothed to the Doge; see Lowe, "Elections," 409.

53 As part of the present-day passage into the Order, professing sisters have a garland of flowers placed on their head, a ring placed on their finger, and the ritual dressing in the black veil and accoutrements which symbolize marriage to Christ. I have examined a number of convent rituals from the early modern period without finding any evidence of the crowning with garlands of flowers; however, veiling was significant, evidenced by the way in which relatives gifted veils as part of the dowry to family members who entered convents. I am grateful to the Mother Superior of the Santa Clara convent, Llera, for inviting me to attend a profession ceremony. Parallels between rituals of the preparation of the Virgin in the Vita Christi and that of the novice were striking, even at the level of assistance provided by her attendants, the sisters who placed the veil on her head.

54 "La vistositat de l’espectacle mundà, aristocràtic s’insereix, 'contrafet a l’espiritual.'" Joan Fuster, "Relatsisme i fantasia en Isabel de Villena," in his Obras completas, 1, Llengua, literatura, història, 2nd ed. (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 1975), 153-74, at 165.

Vita Christi. Whilst critics have been partially successful in explaining the existence of ritual robes in the Vita Christi, their tendency to categorize the Vita Christi as writing suitable for women readers has hampered their evaluation of its function.

Along with other aspects of palace life noted in the Vita Christi, female dress “is described with an attention to detail fitting to the court.” Villena’s robes of the Virgin draws on artistic traditions in Valencia and the kingdom of Aragon. It also reworks elements of the coronation ceremony for queens. However, its main purpose is not to allow the nuns a few moments’ respite from convent life in flights of fancy about finery, nor is it an exercise for court life. It is not even a courtly spectacle given a religious interpretation. In the preparation of the Virgin’s body for her role as mother of the king, important truths about her relationship with God are taught through the implications of gifted clothing, as the Virgin is brought within the lineage of heaven. The book also foregrounds clothing rituals in which female protagonists are central: coronation of queens, convent rituals, and installation of the abbess. It echoes the ritual dressing and undressing of the queens of Aragon to symbolize their union with the king, and thus to describe the nuns’ own experience. Their entry to the convent and all its symbolism is placed at the heart of the events in the Vita Christi in order to ensure that rich garments will be gained in heaven.